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The options for digital TV throughout the London region are numerous as there are so many
different types of TV aerials. London residents can choose from a basic roof top aerial installation
with Freeview, to having one of the latest installations of Sky Digital aerial and set top box.

So what are some of the most popular options for watching digital TV in the London region?

- Freeview standard, HD or HD Plus set top box through a roof aerial

- Freesat standard, HD or HD Plus set top box with a satellite dish

- European satellite TV with set top box

- Sky Digital standard, HD or HD Plus set top

The first two options come without a monthly subscription while European satellite offers both free to
watch channels and channels that require a subscription and Sky is a subscription choice with the
widest range of channel choices.

Freeview And Your Roof Aerial

Of course if you have Freeview then your roof aerial plays a very important part in how you receive
channels. It has to be able to supply you with a digital TV signal for you to get the most out of your
Freeview. In some cases residents who live in regions where the signal happens to be poor may
need to have a wideband aerial installed. A wideband aerial can help you to get a much clearer
picture and help you to get all the 50 channels offered with Freeview and if you are having picture
problems then you may wish to consider looking for a company providing wideband TV aerials in
London.

Freesat Benefits

There are benefits to upgrading to Freesat including more channels. With a Freesat aerial you can
generally get up to 150 digital channels and radio stations, some of which are in high definition. This
means you get around 100 channels more than you would with Freeview with the only difference
being that you have a satellite dish aerial as opposed to watching TV through the aerial on your
roof. The same as with Freeview you can choose from basic set top boxes to HD and HD Plus.

European & UK Channels

If you want to have access to the free channels in the UK and you also want to watch channels from
around Europe then you could choose a European satellite aerial installation. There are many free
to watch channels and there are also channels that require a subscription.

Hundreds Of Channels With Sky

Sky Digital is one of the most popular of all installations of TV aerials in London thanks to the huge
variety of channels that it provides. Residents can add on premium packages to their variety
package which includes sports and movies. When you add on movies you have various channels to
choose from offering a wide range of movies in categories such as recent, classic, horror and family.
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If the HD set top box is chosen then there is more than 60 HD channels with the HD channel
package.

Aerial-installation-london.co is UK's experienced digital aerial installation service provider. Call at
(020) 3292 0630 for free quotation.
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